Integrating RF power into scrape-off-layer plasma simulation
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Summary: The US RF simulation community has a proven history of implementing the integrations required to simulate various RF specific issues including quasi-linearity, core-edge coupling, and interaction with fast particle populations. With the recent emphasis on scrape-off-layer (SOL) and plasma-material interaction physics, now appears to be an appropriate time to expand the coupling of RF codes as, for example, sources of impurities in SOL fluid transport codes via coupling the RF derived sheath potentials to material sputtering codes. Here we briefly describe the integrated modeling efforts of the RF community thus far, and recommend near and longer term strategies for integrating RF codes with, for example, multi-fluid edge 2D codes, and plasma-material interaction codes. Such capability, demonstrated in isolated couplings, is also likely to contribute to any future whole device modeling effort.

Motivation: Application of RF power is an essential heating and current drive (CD) mechanism for present and future fusion devices. However, not only do the conditions of the SOL plasma affect the efficiency of RF heating and CD, but the launching of RF power can impact the SOL plasma through large RF sheath potentials that may drive sputtering, large amplitude wave electric fields, and other mechanisms. As such, there are several reasons why one of the next steps in RF simulation will be a larger integration / coupling step with slower time scale physics (if only at level of background profiles, source terms, etc):

- **Electron cyclotron (EC) regime:** SOL density fluctuations can affect the width of the EC power deposition (particularly in large devices) with consequences on the effectiveness of the NTM stabilization by ECCD [1-7].
- **Lower hybrid (LH) regime:** Collisional damping, scattering by edge density fluctuations, and parametric decay instabilities [7-26] can impact the LH current drive performance (particularly at high density). Also, recent experiments suggest LH power in the edge plasma can impact ELM behavior [27, 28]
- **Ion cyclotron minority-heating regime:** Launching ICRF power can lead to the formation of large voltage sheaths at the plasma-material interface. These sheaths not only are a loss-channel for RF power, but can lead to the production of impurities, which in turn can degrade the plasma. Recent experiments on Alcator C-Mod have shown improved antenna performance in terms of impurity production when using a new field aligned antenna design [29].

Additional examples of phenomena seen as a result of the application of RF power are differences in core impurity concentration, poloidal impurity asymmetry, and rotation. Therefore, it is important to develop an understanding and predictive capability of the coupled RF antenna-SOL / edge plasma system on time scales longer than that of the RF itself.
**Recent progress:** The state of integration and SOL representation within RF codes has advanced significantly since 2007, especially in the IC frequency regime. Models for ICRF historically had simplified the ICRF launcher spectrum with a single toroidal mode and a current sheet in vacuum with a perfectly conducting wall beyond. Now full-wave codes are operated in 3-D, and beyond the last closed flux surface to include a SOL region, e.g., ICRF field reconstructions [30] have been used in the high harmonic fast wave (HHFW) regime [31] to understand the conditions under which surface wave excitation leads to significant loss of core heating efficiency in the NSTX device [32-34]. The finite element method (FEM) has been shown to be able to accurately represent the complex limiter geometry for full wave solutions in the LH regime [10]. Recent efforts are exploring the feasibility of FEM for modeling the cold plasma in the edge and the complex geometries there [35]. Also, the 3-D solid geometry of an ICRF launching structure in contact with plasma is simulated through the implementation of a nonlinear sheath boundary condition (SBC) in finite difference time domain (FDTD) antenna codes [36]. Simulations of the RF launchers in both existing devices and in ITER reveal the excitation of “slow” ICRF waves due to low SOL densities such that the ion plasma frequency, the lower hybrid frequency and the RF frequency are similar in magnitude. The structure of the slow wave excitation for the field-aligned antenna is complicated by the presence of the nearby antenna box. These slow waves are responsible for RF enhancement of the sheath that forms naturally with plasma in contact with the metallic straps of the antenna, with the enhanced sheath potential being responsible for sputtering and melting of metal.

**Future directions:** Going forward, we envision that the present state of the art in RF simulation of the SOL will be to couple into, or provide boundary conditions / inputs / profiles for slower timescale processes. Some examples could be the following

- Utilizing an RF calculated sheath potential as input to a coupled erosion / re-deposition / sputtering simulation (e.g., ERO [37] + TRIM [38]), which would in turn inform the RF induced impurity flux boundary conditions to edge fluid models like EDGE2D [39], SOLPS [40], UEDGE [41], etc.

- Use the 2- or 3D density and temperature profile output of a SOL turbulent transport code as input to high fidelity RF codes to determine the impact of blobs, density fluctuations, etc.

- At a reduced model level, the high fidelity RF simulations that resolve all the antenna-plasma interface structure, possibly coupled with a sputtering / redeposition code, could be used to parameterize the sheath and impurity productions for various applied RF conditions, to enable inclusion of RF effects at some simpler level in edge fluid models.

**Impact:** The above capability would represent both a significant improvement in the tools available to understand the impact of applied RF power beyond that of the response of the confined plasma, and an important piece in any future whole device model.

**Connections to another white paper:** This white paper strongly supports the white paper by D.A. D'Ippolito and J.R. Myra (Lodestar Research Corporation) entitled "ICRF-Edge and Surface Interactions".
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